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Missing connection

Sex and AIDS

Problems with phone system lead to higher bills
11) Harr) Ntok
Daily staff writer

calls
People who make of
that don’t connect could still be billed for
those calls due to a "technology" problem
in the SJSU telephone system.
SJSU’s phones arc in a private branch
exchange (PBX) arrangement that is designed to be an internal communications
system, according to Karen McCarty,
SJSU telecommunicani ins director.
"A PBX system typically doesn’t

ii It’s definitely
have answering s&qi
technolop problem. \L Carty said.
Answering supeiv ision is a computer
software program that insures calls are not
billed until they are answered, according
to Mark Dill. American Telephone &
Telegraph Co. district manager of public
relations.
Both AT&T and Pacific Bell have answering supervision built into their systenis.
If a call is hot Ctenpleted you are not

charged." said Juil Poo si ii, Vas Inv Bell
spikeswoman.
In order to counteract the lack of an
answering supervision program. SJSU ’s
phones start billing after a 15 second time
threshold on off-campus calls - whether
or not they are answered, according to McCarty.
Most calls are processed within that
amount of time." she said. "The thresh was set to allow sulk:lent time."
See PHONES, page 5

Here are some results of a
survey on sex habits and AIDS
at SJSU.
One-third of the students rarely
use a condom.
Less than one -tenth of the
students said AIDS has inhibited
their own sexual activity.
Less than one-half of the
students said they would refuse
sex if a new partner refused to use
a condom.
More than one-half of the
students said that they had sexual
intercourse before 17 years of
age.

Survey reveals
attitudes on sex
By Lawrence J.. Salishu r
Daily etait wrier
Many SJSU students are not worried
about contracting AIDS and over one-third
rarely use condoms, according to a new survey.
Written by Professor David Asquith’s
Sociology 104 class, the survey asked over
600 students a variety of topics including
students’ sexual habits and their AIDS-related worries.
"Many people may not have answered
these kinds of questions because they were
celibate or still virginal," Asquith said.
See SURVEY. page 5

Group
formed
to stop
date rape

’Bruce Lee was
the King. I’m
the Prince.’

He wants
to kick
his way
into films

By Lisa Billigmeier
Daily staff writer

By I.isa B. Cuellar
Daily staff writer

He is the next swift-kicking
Bruce Lee, mixed with the thriller
beat of Michael Jackson and a
splash of purple color from
Prince.
He is Chucky Currie.
Currie. a 29-year old, fifth-degree black belt and martial arts
champion, has mastered almost
every form in the martial arts to
fight his way to the top.
Now he’s determined to try his
as an
hand at motion pictures
entertainer.
At SJSU, Currie has taken
classes in writing, drama and
film-making. He wants to make it
to Hollywood. one way or another.
Tae kwon do, hapikdo, judo,
capoeira, and kung fu are among
the many styles Currie has combined to form his own style of the
martial arts he calls "Chuckido."
Currie’s tournament wins include the U.S. Top Ten Nationals, California Karate Championships. Long Beach International,
Hollywood Martial Arts Action
Contest and the San Jose Nationals.
Currie has spoken to friends
and relatives of Bruce Lee. and
they have encouraged him to pursue a career that takes up where
Lee left off when he died, Currie
explained.
"Bruce Lee was the King. I’m
the Prince." he said.
Standing lean at 5 -foot-9 and

Mary Morello Daily

stall photographer

Chucky Currie, a martial arts champion, side-kicks a student during practice at the United International Martial Arts
about 165 pounds. Currie does
not present an ominous figure.
hut often surprises people with his
strength and grace.
His toothy grin helps.
"I’m a performer as well as a
fighter. So when I fight, (the audience) is getting a show." Currie
said.
"I have a lot of fun in different
avenues. I’m not just a karate
guy. I guess that makes the difference. My martial arts is one talent
I have. I put it together with my
other talent." he said, talents that
include singing, dancing and acting.
Currie is currently trying to establish contacts with Oprah Win)

Board lifts ban; ex-varsity
players allowed into league

’I’m a performer as well as a fighter.
So when I fight, (the audience) is
getting a show.’
Chucky Currie,
martial arts champion
ivy. Arsenio Hall. Eddie Murphy
Productions and Eastside Morales
of the movies "La Bamba" and
"Bad Boys."
As a bodyguard for Richard
Pryor and Chico De Barge. Cliffie
picked up some valuable advice
about the business of Hollywood.

On the set of Pryor’s autobiographical "Jo Jo Dancer, Your
Life is Calling," Pryor told Currie about the pressures of Hollywood and told him to beware of
who his real friends were. Currie
said.
Entertainment became an im-

Student Union plays host to annual Co-op Job Fair
Campus hoping for a large turnout of students

By Lisa Billigmeier
Daily staff writer

Three former varsity basketball players who had
been deemed ineligible to play for their fraternity
league intramurals can now fully participate, an appeals board decided Tuesday.
The decision was made after the ad-hoc board
came to the conclusion that the players "weren’t college athletes," according to Matt Lawrence who represented the players at the appeal.
Gary Barnett, ctiodinator of Leisure Services.
and Lawrence. who is a coach of Sigma Alpha Epsikm’s intramural basketball team, were each given 10
minutes to present their sides of the issue.
Barnett contended that in the Associated Students and Leisure Services regulations for intramurals
it states that a college athlete can not participate in intramurals of the same sport until a full year has passed
from the last college game.
Lawrence argued that the three players were
doing SJSU a favor by playing on the basketball team
when most of the original team had boycotted last January due to personality conflicts with Coach Bill
Berry.
"It was rewarding after all the time I spent on
this." Lawrence said in regards to the final decision
which ended in his favor.

ponant part of Currie’s style
when he started to use music in
his forms routine, using his
Chuckido style to the fullest.
"I was the first to do it to jammin’ jams," Currie said. "And
no matter what the judges do, the
crowd is always screaming."
Music by Michael Jackson and
Prince has found its way into Currie’s performances. making the
show exciting for fans and fun for
Currie himself.
He relates to the attitudes and
styles of both Jackson and Prince-and has even met both performers. Currie does impressions of
the performers in speech, song
See CURRIE, page 5

Three years ago the Legislature
became concerned with the issue
of rape on state campuses.
Since that time it has become
commonplace for state funded universities to set up preventative
measures and promote educational
information about rape.
SJSU has followed the trend
along with all of the University of
California campuses by setting up
its own date rape prevention committee.
When Gail Fullerton became
president, more sensitivity was
brought to the subject, according
to Samuel Henry, assistant dean of
Student Services.
The committee is composed of
13 members from the faculty and
student body. The diverse group is
from all areas of the campus including the University Police Department, University Housing,
Counseling Services and the Women’s Resource Center.
The goals of the date rape prevention committee are to develop
educational and preventative programs for the students.
"There is a real commitment to
do it, but unfortunately, a small
commitment to dollars," said
Wiggsy Sivensen, a counselor at
Student Counseling Services.
The committee is in the process
of composing a policy that will go
before the Academic Senate.
"Hopefully by the fall there will
be a policy," Henry said.
The main problem. according to
Sivertsen. is that because so many
rapes go unreported it is impossible to get an accurate number of
how many actually occur.
"San Jose is such a heavy commuter campus that our eyes are
drawn to the university housing
and the fraternities and sororities."
Sivensen said.
Terry Edel, an investigator for
the UPI). said,"We used to be
called the rape crisis capital of the
See RAPE, page 5

By Christine De Grew
Daily staff writer
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’Puff the dragon’ passes out fliers in front of the Student I ’Ilion

Students will have the opportunity
to find a summer or co-op job this
Wednesday, as more than 100 employers come to campus for the Summer
and Co-op Job Fair.
Employers will be in the Student
Union Ballroom from 10 a.m. to 3
p.m.. looking to hire for traditional
summer jobs with a large percentage
looking to hire for career-related positions, according to Tamara Brand, job
developer and career counselor at
SJSU.
"It is an opportunity for students
to have one day that they can meet employers who are hiring, to see a lot at
one time." Brand said.
Brand expects approximately 3,(XX) to 5.(XX) students to attend the fair
to talk to representatives from companies such as Amdahl. Mervyn’s and
the Oakland Police Department in an

informal atmosphere.
Unlike most job-hunting experiences, this one puts little importance
on dress or having a resume. "We have
explained to the employers that students are coming from classes." Brand
said.
The ballroom will be set up like a
county fair, with tables and displays
around the room. Lists of the companies there will be available at the door;
for students so they can get the most
out of their time.
"They should look around, make
a plan as to who looks most important
and target those employers," Brand
said. "Don’t be scared to start up a
conversation with them or be intimidated by the large number of students."
If students find a job that interests
them, they can arrange for an interview
with the company, some of which will
be done on campus after the fair.
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Cartoon strip explained

Editorial

Residents pay
for bad system
SJSU has successi ully installed one
of the most ludicrous systems of communication
Intecom IBX.
Not only does this phone system affect every employee of the university, it
also serves the students who live in on campus housing, creating unwanted chaos
in their lives.
Since its inception, this system has
been plagued by voice -mail crashes and
organizational problems.
Now the system’s users find out that
not only have they been overcharged for
calls made off campus, but they have also
been charged for calls which aren’t even
connected.
The students are the people who are
most affected by this arrangement.
First, Most of the calls students make
from their dorms or Spartan Village apartments are off campus.
This is only logical because students
have lives outside of the university. Of
course, every call made off campus is
billed to the student.
To make off-campus calls, a student
needs to go to the communications department and pay $50 for a 10-digit private access code. With this code, the student can
actually break through the barriers and
reach the outside world.
Sound easy? It’s not.
Add it up. First you have to dial the
10 digits, then the area code if needed,
then the number. This could add up to 20
digits for one call.
Then, after all this work, the student
could get billed for a call, which if made
on the AT&T system, would not cost anything.
And if the students are lucky they
will actually get through to the person they
were intending to call before being billed.
One student, Ryan Harper, said he has had
more than $12 worth of calls billed to him
this year in which no connection was
made.
How many students have been paying for these calls without even knowing?
No one can say.
But, of course ,’=en McCarty, director of the department, has an explanation for why the department can’t fix this
problem. FAX machine calls wouldn’t be
charged because they are completed so
quickly, she says. I guess this is for all the
students and faculty who own and operate
FAX machines from their bedrooms and
offices.
It is so logical.
Maybe this is why the department
pulls in $55,000 in calls a month.
The sad fact is that the students don’t
have a choice. They have to use this system because no other one is available. It
comes with the building. And if the students don’t want to pay the exorbitant
amounts of cash to communicate, they
don’t have any way to get in contact with
the outside but through a pay phone.
But, we all know that according to
McCarty and the letter she wrote to the
Daily last semester, everything is sunshine
and roses back at the ol’ SJSU Telecommunications department.
All we have to do is "come in" and
see her. They have "never disputed anyone."

A lesson in learning to deal with defeat

Cultural understanding needed

Spartan Daily
Published for the University and the University Community
by the Department of Journalism and Mass
Communications Since 1934
(UCPS 509-480)
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Eclitot.
The following is the official reply by the authors
of "Seven Second Delay" to accusations that one of
their recent strips (titled Zero the Cat Goes to College)
was racist in content.
One of the characteristics at the mass media is
that it reaches an enormous amount of people. Given
the diversity in the San Francisco Hay Area. any.
newspaper which publishes here is virtually guaranteed of a very heterogenous set of readers.
Now think about a comic strip. They are very
small, usually not being given even the space of a
short editorial. If a writer wants his or her strip to be
legible. they can only include maybe SO words and a
few simple pictures. Now to be successful with a
comic strip, it has to achieve one of several goals. It
has to either he very mainstream and cutesy 0.e.
"Garfield") or it has to be funny (i.e. "Bloom
County," "Peanuts,’ ’ ’Travels with Farley." "Doonesbury." "Calvin and Hobbes." "The Neighborhood." "The Far Side" and others). "Seven Second
Delay" has not chosen the first of the above two
paths. so it must attempt to make funny that which
some may find controversial. This is unfortunate on
Iwo counts.
First of all, the point of the strip is to make people laugh (not throw nicks). Secondly, controversy is
unavoidable as the writers of "Seven Second Delay"
are not perfect. nor will they compromise their
"ethics of humor" (sic) in favor of safer. blander
jokes. At least. not unless we don’t have any other
jokes.
Also, it certainly doesn’t help when the paper
that runs the strip makes fairly regular screw-ups like
running it under the wrong title, running series of
strips out of order (when each and every one submitted to them has the date on which it is to be run
marked clearly in red ink). For example. the strip
Zero the Cat Goes to College was run on the wrong
day and the one which was to follow it, which explained the joke in the previous one, was never run.
How about those responsible journalists, huh!
Another point for those who still do not understand exactly what the joke was when Zero the Cat indicated that he would get into college as an underrepresented minority, he is a cat. He is not a cat of
color, he is not a Japanese-American cat, nor is he a
l’acific-Islander cat. How many cats were enrolled in
California State University system (or the Univerthe
Pisa Dan doesn’t know what ltc
can try to go up the chain of comREPORTERS’ FORUM
sity of California system for that matter) last semesis up against. He thinks he can ac
mand.
this semester’? In the histually win.
Who, will you meet? Usually an- ter? How many are enrolled
a eat ever been enrolled in any
Most of us who have attended a
other nice person: That is what tory of education, has
it is safe to say that cats arc an
university for a couple of years
makes it so tough. Your enemy college? In light of this,
underrepresented minority in education.
know that winning is just not poswears a smile as war paint.
As a final point, it does not take a Ph.D in Engsible.
But the problem is that they
in question was not too
Dan. my housemate, just found
don’t listen. They will make it ap- lish to figure out that the strip
people who do
out he had to take a writing skills
pear that they are listening because difficult to misunderstand. For those
don’t understand our
test to gain entrance to a course
they are savvy. They know that not read 7SD every day or who
characters and plots, the strip may have seemed racist.
that he had signed up for but had
will appease you.
the
BY NICK FISHER
been denied. His scheduled gradBut really what is going through The best recommendation that can be made under
7SD everyday.
everyone
to
read
for
is
circumstances
uation this spring is dependent on
their minds is how they can diffuse
him taking this course.
the situation: "How can I get Heck, write your Congressman and insist that 7SD be
carried in more papers so that everyone will underThe requirement to take the
You actually think you can beat through this without a scene."
writing test to get into the course the System? You think you can go ..,As you talk, they are rehearsing stand. , .whtippl, got a bit carried away there. ..Nny was not even listed in his 1986 cat- through "the chain of command" in their minds an explanation of way. gotta gfS’now. it4 time for our shots.
Walt Magill re
alog. the year he enrolled here.
and have them make an exception why things are done the way they
Stee Mehallio
Since he was denied entrance to for you? One lousy student?
are done. Making an exception
the class, he thought he could beat
Listen to a guy who has been does not even enter their minds.
the system by taking the test and through the ringer at more univerSo after you are done getting
scoring high enough to avoid tak- sities than you have attended.
this off you chest, you will tel a
ing the course. According to his
Cut your losses and bow out combination of relief and guilt. Editor,
schedule of classes, the test was gracefully. As unpleasant as it may Relief because you have let off
Chicano graduation stems from a need felt in the
scheduled for April. But alas, a sound, submit to defeat: You are some steam.
late 196fis to establish commencement ceremonies
misprint. The test is actually graduating next December.
This feeling of relief will lead to which honored the accomplishments of Chicano gradMarch 17.
You are up against a system that a feeling of guilt. Guilt not because uates and their families. The establishment of the cerBut no problem, right? The has been intact here since 1857. you are in a better mood, but be- emony was a clean break from an institution which
deadline to sign up for that test was And in resisting change, it is a well cause you are able to empathize, did little and continues to provide minimal services to
March 3. And Dan marched in oiled machine. And the bigger the and you realize that you have just meet the needs of students of color.
ahead of schedule ready to sign up institution and the longer it has made this person’s life more comThis year. on its 20th anniversary, an Associated
for that test.
been intact, the more likely you are plicated.
Students board member questioned the validity and
And again, alas, the test admin- to be treated like dog dirt.
The administrator knows you objectivity of the Chicano commencement cereistrator did not order enough tests.
The individuals working in that will be feeling this. And at this monies. For Kevin Couch to label Chicano comSo even though Dan was there to system, some of whom have been point, the administrator steps in mencement as "promoting racism" is to be given a
sign up before deadline, he still here just as long as the institution and gives his or her well prepared glimpse into his own short-sightedness and lack of
could not sign up.
itself, are even more foreboding.
"explanation."
historical reference to SJSU and the Chicano/Latino
Yes, it is absurd. Here is a gradYou will walk out feeling satis- students represented.
However nice the individuals
uating senior who has mapped his might be that are doing a particular fied that you got something off of
Ironically, Couch fails to recognize that the Chicourse schedule to a tee. He was job and there are nice ones
you chest and the administrator cano commencement, tin- the first time in 20 years. is
just never informed about the re- even though we seem to remember will feel satisfied that they avoided holding graduation ceremonies on campus to encourquirement to take the test until it the mean ones they must cona potentially ugly situation.
age and promote a greater understanding and particiwas to late to do anything about.
form to the guidelines set by someBut once that door hits your butt pation in the university’s program. Given this historiI wouldn’t be surprised if he did one that you will probably never on the way out, Dan, it will hit you cal undertaking of the Chicano Commencement’s
pass out of that class if he was able get a chance to meet. They are that you will be here another se- agenda. Couch’s promotion of "mainstreaming" mito take the test. Whenever he talks sorting papers somewhere. They mester.
nority celebrations reverberates with a bootstrap menabout molecular biology or genet- don’t want to see you.
And if something like this hap- tality directed at students of color.
ics or whatever the hell he does
Though some of the ones you do pens again next semester, and it
Sadly enough. Couch is not alone in his perpetuwith that microscope or Bunsen get to meet are nice, they are lazy. often does, you will take a gulp, ation of stereotyping. The Spartan Daily must equally
burner, 1 exit stage left. I don’t And though some may empathize bow your head and nervously bear the burden of reverse discrimination for a poorly
know what he is talking about.
with your plight, they usually say chuckle at the absurdity of it all.
written article which negates the efforts of the ChiBut Dan. now I really don’t that there is nothing they can do.
Nick Fisher is a Daily staff cano commencement in a slanted light. Indeed, if both
know what you are talking about.
If you are brave enough, you writer
parties really wish to learn more about the cultures
which are representative of the university’s population, feel free to attend Chicano commencement in
Letters to the Editor
May.
Glorya Cabrera
ball, wholly esoteric thesis" is the actual title of a colSenior
loquium that Mr. Pinto advertised in his editorial. It
Broadcast journalism
Editor.
accurately represents both the interest and value of the
I have read with much interest the rebuttals to my work being done in philosophy today.
letter of Feb. 19 in which I criticized philosophy. A
I also come under fire because I see "limitations
few points seem to me worth addressing.
where Pinto sees none." Yeah, well, drunks see pink
My letter was an answer to George Pinto’s edito- elephants where I see none, but I tend to think that I’m Editor,
rial in the Nov. 28 issue of the Daily, and Bryan Rob- better off for it.
I would like to thank the Spartan basketball team
bins complained on Feb, 22 that 1 was almost three
George Pinto’s recommendation that liberal arts and their coach Stan Morrison for the most exciting
months late. However, he should have figured out that majors also learn a trade or skill is very good advice season of basketball I have ever seen at San Jose State
t he reason for this was that the Daily ceased publica- indeed. and I am glad that he has clarified this point University. The hall players played with heart and detion a few days after Mr. Pinto’s article was printed. (March 1). He mentions a recent article in the Mer- termination each and every time they stepped on the
Even if my letter had been ready in time, it’s ap- cury about companies that recruit people with back- court. We were told by every sports reporter in the napearing so late in the semester would have afforded grounds in the humanities. We’ve heard these kinds of tion that San Jose basketball would be a disaster, yet
very little opportunity for anyone to respond. Besides, rumors for a long time, but so far I’ve been unable to every game was more spectacular than the one before.
Plato’s Republic. Aristotle’s Ethics. and Locke’s Sec- find much evidence of their reality. Not having read
The energy level of the fans at the Santa Barbara
ond Treatise are all hundreds of years old, so what’s the article and having no specifics from him, I will game was unequivocally the best this school has seen
three months anyway’?
guess that most of these positions are in sales, and it’s in years. The support for the Spartans all this year has
Mr. Robbins admits that "George Pinto’s argu- well Worth keeping in mind that those who major in been fabulous and I think it will get better and better
ments are not air tight and rock solid" and that "he the liberal arts are generally unlikely to find much ful- in the years to follow. This high energy excitement is
provides little evidence to support what he had to say, fillment in a career in sales. Still, the professors of what college basketball is all about. These are the
"but casually dismisses all of this as "irrelevant" and philosophy could do their students an inestimable kind of memories we can take with us in our later
"not the point." I think this is exactly the point, and favor by investigating leads such as this and reporting years which will make us more willing to support our
so long as he is willing to concede it. I have every rea- back.
school as alumni.
son to be satisfied. In fact. I’m amazed at the level of
Thank you Stan for giving us some great basketBrent Rothert
reasoning and evidence that these people are content
Alumnus ball. I am looking forward to next season with great
with who, after all, claim to be searching for the truth.
Philosophy anticipation.
I didn’t find the subject "Pierce on Proper
Is sliui Bettencourt
Names" in "a dusty,
corner of Wahlquist LiSenior
brary North," as Mr. Robbins suggests; this "oddPolitical Science

Setting the record straight

Here’s to a winning season
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Hui cline muny ttudents are hot
amino every day. Y esterDail
orosides readers with u recap of
the previous day’s top stories.
Two new parking garages, family housing and more child care facilities are being considered as
possible additions to south campus. according to SJSU officials.
These projects are part of a fiveyear plan but are still tentative.
According to Mo (jayoumi, director of Facilities Development and
(Operations. None of the costs have
been determined. A 2.000 car ga!age could be located on the site
currently occupiedby Spartan City.
At the Student Union Board of
Directors meeting last week, Ted
Cady. rec center events director.
listed such possibilities as a high
school basketball tournament, a
symphony pop series and a wrestling meet for the new arena. None
of the options included concerts.
Booking concerts at the Event
Center has been more difficult than
originally expected, according to
Steve Rennie, a representative of
Eric/Chandler, the building’s concert promoter.

SpartaGuide is a daily calendar
available to SJSU student faculty
and staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom Wahiquist Library North
Room
104 and at the Information
Center of the Student Union The
deadline for entries is 10 a m No
PhOne-in items will be accepted
TODAY
SPARTAN TRACK CLUB: Bimonthly
meeting 730 p rn S U Pacheco Room
Call 971-8764
MU ALPHA GAMMA: Meeting 5 pm WLN
131 Call 286 12B3
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Summer and Co-op lob fair 10
am to 3 p.m S U Ballroom Call 9246030
CENTER FOR LITERARY ARTS: Poetry
Reading noon Spartan Memorial Chapel
Call 924-4306

ST. PATRICK’S DAY SPECIAL!
1/2 off copies on any green paper
with this coupon.
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Without providing any specific
agendas, the cadidates for mayor
of San Jose suggested better fiscal
management, improved transportation and a commitment to economic growth in an open forum
Thursday night. The candidates
spent most of their speaking time
supporting or criticizing current
city programs while asking for increased community involvement
for housing, transportation and senior citizen programs.
The Spartan men’s basketball
team lost to UCSB 77-76 Saturday
during their last home game of the
season. The more than 4,400 fans
in attendance were the second largest home crowd in Spartan history.

the copy center
e295.433’3

295-5511

310 S. Third St.

481 E. San Carlos St.

One coupon per customer. Offer expires
3/17/90. Not valid with an other discount.
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<0 NATIONAL FOREIGN
LANGUAGE WEEK

The SJSU baseball team took
another step toward the NCAA
playoffs Saturday by defeating the
Hornets, of Sacramento State.
NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT?
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4th-lOth,

The Foreign Language Media
Center, SH 211
Will Hold An OPEN HOUSE to
Highlight Foreign Language
Instruction and Technology.
from 2:00-5:00p.m.

1

G.:021

WIN $100
Essay Contest

(408)298-7794

"Talking to Each other in the Twenty-first Century..
the Role of Foreign Language Skills on Planet Earth."

COPY
2.51
5,000 Flyers for $90
20 Lb. White

Copy Impression
244-0460
3351 Payne Ave. S.J.

NATIONAL !.
LANGUAGE
Today’s
EVENT

V!

Open to any student currently enrolled at SJSU.
Essaysshould be typed and be 1000 3000 words in
length. Submit entries at Sweeney Hall 219 on or
before noon, Friday, April 2, 1990. Essays must be
in English.

L.

Sponsored

by

Dept. of FOREIGN LANGUAGES
San Jose State University

This summer, be
part of the historical
changes. Student/
Youth tours are
available -- 7 day
land packages start
for as little as $419.
For more details
and Information on
student airfares,
call now!
America’s oldest and largest
student/budget travel organization,

Council Travel
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check free. Just send us a new
customer, and we’ll give you
each free personal checking for
a year. Plus all the convenience
of California’s largest branch and
full-service ATM network.
Add it all up and you’ll see
why now more than ever, BofA
checking is checking worth
telling your friends about. For
more information, stop by any
Bank of America branch.

ID

Bank of America
Doing thejob for more Calitimnians:
Washington Square Branch, 99 S. Fourth St. San Jose, CA 95112 (408) 277-7992

SAN FRANCISCO
BERKELEY
2511 Charming Way 312 Sutter Street

848-8604

421-3473

for the Record
A graphic in the March 6 edition
incorrectly depicted the northwest
corner of 10th and Alma streets as
the planned location for a 3.000car parking garage. The actual
planned location is the southeast
corner of 10th and Alma streets.

Street Journal).
Qualified students (or their parents), faculty and staff* can borrow from $1,500 to
$8,900 for the purchase of an IBM Personal System/2’."
The one -page application makes it as easy as applying for
a credit card.
lily for your P5/2 in easy bites. Take five years to repay.
Choose from two payment plans: Standard (fixed) or
Graduated. Under the Graduated plan, you pay as little as
$33.32 a month** for a PS/2 Model 30 286 preloaded
with software.
Here’s the smart way to get the money you need, for
the P5/2 you need.
Drop by the Spartan Bookstore for an
application, or call (408)452-4190 and ask your
San Jose State Collegiate Rep for further information
about IBM’s Loan for Learning.

Two for the
Now, you and a friend can
each enjoy California’s most convenient checking free of monthly
service charges for a year.
Just come in and open any
new personal checking account,
then refer a friend who’s new
to BofA. When your friend
opens an account, you’ll each
get your checking free.
If you already have a BofA
checking account, you can still

AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Intomation
table 10 a rn to 2 p m in front of S u Call
257-6050
CYCUNG CLUB: Weekly meeting, 7 p in
S U Montalvo Room Cart 292.2511

If you’re like most students, you’re often running on empty when it
comes to ready cash. That’s why we’ve come up with the IHNI PS/2/’
Loan for Learning. It’s easy. It’s fast. And it’s affordable.
Interest rates are substantially lower than those of most consumer
loans. Just 1.5% above the Prime Hate (as published in The iffill

EEK

Wed. 7th.: Open House, SH 120
Learn about employment
opportunities with foreign
language skills.
from 1:30 to 3:50 p.m.
sponsored by the department
of foreign languages.
9 24 -4 60 2

SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS: General Meeting Co-op and
United Airlines 11 30 a in Engineering
Room 194
SOCCER CLUB: Indoor Tournament sirup Call 924 7910
SPARTAN ORIOCCI: General Meeting 7
p in S U Almaden Am
AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL: Weekly
meeting 7pm. SO AS Chambers Call
257-6050
SOCIETY OF WOMEN ENGINEERS
(SWE): General Information Meeting. new
members welcome 530 p m Engineering
Bldg 267 Cali 924-8380

IBM
announces
an enhancement
to the PS/2.
A high-speed
loan.

8th

TOMORROW March

OPEN HOUSE, SH 120
Learn About Employment
Opportunities With
Foreign Language Skills
from 1:30 -3:50p.m.

Reliable Financial Service
10 A.M. to 8 P.M. Daily /Weekends

Hietr,ler S.sor U....ries Iron (...-Jlege
of Oesteopatbic Medicine 01 the Pacific in
Pomona 1 30 p m DM 345
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS: Meeting
noon Campus Christian Center lower level
LESBIAN GAY BISEXUAL ALLIANCE:
Meeting and movie Out in Suburbia 4 30
pm SU Guadelupe Room Call 236-2002
CATHOLIC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Video
Night and Social 7 p in Campus Christian
Center 110th and San Carlosi Cali 2980204
CENTER FOR LITERARY ARTS: Amy Tan
Reading 8 p ram morns Dailey Auditorium
Call 924-4306

1990

TODAY March 7th

SITS

c:Fonitha-uENT

298-0204
CHRISTIAN SCIENCE ORGANIZATION
Testimony Meeting ii 30 a rr Spartan
Chapel Call 258-1035
MECHA: General Body Meeting 6 pm
Chicano Library Resource Center MLN
307i Call 275.8033
SOCCER CLUB: Soccer Club Indoor Tour
nament sign-up Call 924-7910
SJSU FANTASY AND STRATEGY CLUB:
Opera Gaming 6 pm SU Costanoan
Room Call 924-7097
SOCIETY OF MANUFACTURING ENGINEERS: Saxe Sate 703 am to noon Engineering Building
THURSDAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT
CENTER: Videotaped Practice Interviews
12 30 and 230 pm IFIC 207 career exploration by computer 11 a m sign-up in BC
13 Call 924-6030. careers in finance 4
p . University Room Call 924-6030

*Chanel tor okeldralU and other acrount-related services sdll apply Offer good through 4/30/90. See any branch for dela&

ats
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Spartan softball team to open Big West season against UOP

Tourney
time

’,Lai ill OW 1M1101II it the 11th yoth
two strikes and two outs."She
After splitting games with Cal hammered it" for the winning
Berkeley on Saturday . the Spartan homerun. Strahan said.
softball team open, Big West acLeann Emery. who is the only
tion tonight against the University returning pitcher from last year’s
team, went the distance on the
tit Pacific .
The Spartans heat Cal for the mound for the Spartans.
"She kept Cal off balance with
first time in five years when they
iook the second game 2-0 of their her changing speeds." Sirahan
series with the Bears. Cal won the said.
"It’s kind of like a payback."
first contest 1-0 in II innings.
In what SJSU coach Kathy Stra- Strahan said of finally beating Cal.
Cal had beaten SJSU 1-0 on
han called a "storybook ending."
senior Sharon Catini came to the Fell 27 in a game that went 14 in /3)
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SJS1 will
tra%el to
1 hug Beat h
and will
square off
against
resit State
in the first
round of the
Rig %%est
1 ornament .
1 he
Spartans
finished
eighth in the
confereiwe
this seamet
uith a 5-13
record.
F resno State
finished
ninth.
-- Daily Wall

Hoopsters
face SDSU
in tourney
By stark Smith
Daily slat? writer
Coming off six straight losses,
the SJS11 women’s basketball team
backs into this week’s Big West
Conference Tournament at Long
Beach.
The Spartans will Nee San
Diego State in the first game of the
tournament, today at 3 p.m. It lost
to the Aztecs last Thursday 66-42.
SJSU finished conference play
in ninth place with a 2-16 record.
SJSU "did not play well over
all." said head coach Tina Krah.
Twenty-nine turnovers contributed to the Spartan’s dismal performance against SDS . even though
freshman forward IluIleu %rooks
played "very well." according to
Krah. She scored a team high 15
points and grabbed II rebounds.
We did not take good care of
the basketball," commented Krah
about the copious amount of turnovers against the Aztecs. who finished eighth in the conference with
a 6-12.
Aztec forward and All-Big West
candidate Julie Evans, scored a
game high 27 points and grabbed
seven rebounds. During the Aztec’s previous meeting on Jan. 20
a the Event Center. Evans scored
a season high 31 points.
SDSU has not lost to SJSU since
the 1979-80 season, when the 22-9
Spartans defeated the 23-10 Aztecs
56-45. Since then. the Aztecs have
won 10 straight contests.
Lora Alexander. a 5’11 senior
forward. is 18 points shy from
scoring 1000 points in her brief
two year career at San Jose State.
Since tournament statistics count
in career statistics, Alexander has
at least one more game to reach the
hallowed 1000 point plateau.
Currently. Alexander is ranked
fifth on the Spartan all-time scoring list. Karen Mason. who played
during the years 1977-81, is the
all-time Spartan scoring leader
with 1760 points.
Fullerton State, the conference
finale for the Spartans last Saturday. resulted in a "well played"
63-54 loss, according to coach
Krah.
This was the first time the Spartan front court all scored in double
figures. Alexander finished her
conference career with a stellar
game high 27 points, grabbed a
team high eight rebounds and five
steals. The final road trip was good
to Brooks. who scored 11 points
and played 35 strong minutes
according to Krah. Sophomore
center Karen Smith made her presence felt with 10 points and blocking a game high four shots.
Genia Miller. a 6’3 junior center. lead the Titans with 22 points
and 14 rebounds. Fullerton finished with a 9-9 conference record
finishing a respectible fifth.
Even though Alexander has recieved all the press. the "glue" of
the team, according to coach Krah.
has been 5’5 junior guard LaTasha
Causcy. Her worth does not appear
in the stat sheet.
"Tasha controls the game."
said Krah. "She usually is guarding the other team’s best player."
The upcoming tournament is a
whole new season and will set the
tone for next year. said Krah.

Positions Available:

Immediate Openings:

MaInter
Cashier
Concession
Some Supervisory
Positions

Days and Ever ilogs
Free Movies
Flendble Stiffs
Frequent Wage Reviews
WI Trak)

CENTURY 22
984-7539

photographer

SPORTS

mug..

During that first Cal matchup.
Spartan sophomore outfielder No.
leana Woodard blew out a knee
and will be out the rest of the sea S011 .

"That’s going to hurt," Strahan
said.
Although the Spartans got off to
a slow start this year going 4-5 in
pre-season play, Strahan said
that’s just how the team started last
year in a season that saw 52 school
records either tied or broken.
Among the Spartan’s difficulties

Come Join the Movies

Marcia Lopler

SPARTAN

humpson

Daily stall writer

c.
A00"

call) this year were two 1004:s to
Sacramento State in February
"We were hoping for better results from Sac State. We threw the
game away with early mistakes."
she said.
The Spartans. playing their first
Big West game since ending the
season last year in fifth place 12115) will meet the Tigers for a double-header, beginning at 6 p.m. at
Police Activities League stadium
at King Road and I-2140.

Clerical
part Time flexible Hours good Pay
computer experience beneficial
20 to 30 hairs per week

CENTURY 24
244-8131

Call Buckles -Smith at 408/ 280-799V m-r lpm-Sprn
& ask tor Jorenksn

The A S Program Board Presents

WEDNESDAY
NIGHT
CINEMA
March 7
Morris
Dailey
Aud.
7& 10 p.m.
$2.00

A

JOHN HUGHES tit

JOHN CANDY

tUock

IIlies crude lie’s crass.
He’s family.

CAREER OPPORTUNITIES
AUDIO/VIDEO SALES
Bey Area’s Fastest Growing Audio/Video and Computer Specialty Store.

JOIN THE FRY’S
AUDIO/VIDEO
SALES TEAM
WITH A
MANAGEMENT
CAREER PATH!

Excellent Opportunity for Business or Marketing Students!

Positions available in
FREMONT and SUNNYVALE
Professional Appearance and Communication Skills. Must.

Send resume or call Les Russell
for an appointment:

Funded by the
Associated Students.
For more Into. call

fir
ELECTROTIICS

924-6261.

r

Mr

440 MISSION COURT
SUITE 200
FREMONT, CA. 94539
(415) 770-3700

SUMMER &
CO-OP JOB FAIR
Wednesday, March 7, 1990
10 am - 3 pm
Student Union Ballroom
AEA Credit Union
ARA Outdoor World, Ltd.
Accountants On Call
Advanced Care Products/Johnson & Johnson
Advanced Micro Devices
Allstate Insurance Co.
Amdahl
American Protective Services, Inc.
Automatic Data Processing
Bearskin Meadow Camp
Beneficial Management Corp. of America
Bisco Industries
California Conservation Corps
California Highway Patrol
Camp Harmon -Easter Seal Society
Camp Max Straus
Camping Unlimited
Century 21 Champion
City and County of San Francisco
City of Belmont Parks and Recreation
City of Fremont Leisure Services
City of Palo Alto
City of San Jose Dept. of Parks Recreation
City of Santa Clara
City of Sunnyvale Parks & Recreation Dept.
Clairol, Inc.
Clothestime
Color Tile, Inc.
County of Orange
Crippled Children’s Society/Camp Costanoan
Dow Chemical
East Bay Municipal Utilities District
Ernst and Young

Florsheim Shoe Shops
Ford Aerospace -Space Systems Division
Ford Aerospace -Western Development Labs
Fox & Carskadon Commercial Services
Fujitsu America, Inc.
GE Nuclear Energy
Gantos
Gilroy Foods, Inc.
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara County
Great America
Hewlett-Packard
Hyatt San Jose
IBM -Almaden Research Center
IBM -General Products Division
IBM -Systems Integration Division
Intel Corporation
Internal Revenue Service
J.C. Penney Company, Inc.
KPMG Peat Marwick
Kaiser Permanente
Kelly Services
Lab Support, Inc.
Lockheed Missiles & Space Co.
Longs Drugs
McDonald’s Accounting Center
McWhorter’s Stationers
Massachusetts Mutual Life Insurance Co.
Mervyn’s
Meyer Care Health Services
Mutual of Omaha
NASA-Ames Research Center
NCR - Pleasanton
New United Motor Manufacturing
Oakland Police Dept.

Office of the Auditor General
Orchard Supply Hardware
Pacific Gas and Electric Co.
Pallotti-Hecker Center
Persona Personnel Services
Prudential Insurance
Roughing 11 Day Camp
Salinas Valley Memorial Hospital
San Francisco Bay Girl Scout Council
San Jose Police Dept.
Santa Clara County Probation Dept.
Santa Clara Marriott Hotel
Santa Cruz Seaside Co.
Shane (Trim -Down Fitness Camp)
Sigma Circuits Inc.
Small World Schools
Student Conservation Corps
Syva Company
TaeiTemps
Tandy Corp./Radio Shack
The Wollongong Group
Thomas Temporaries
Thrifty Corporation
Ungermann-Bass, Inc.
United Parcel Service
U.S. Army Reserve
U.S. Coast Guard
U.S. Department of Labor
U.S. Geological Survey
U.S. Office of Personnel Management
Walgreen Drug Stores
Western School Portraits
YMCA of Santa Clara Valley

Coordinated by Career Planning and Placement.
Career Planning and Placement Center programs and services are provided
without regard to race, color, religion, sex, sexual orientation, national orgin, age, or disability.
An organization’s participation in this event does not imply SJSU or C.P.&P.
endorsement of that organization’s business practices.
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Survey: SJSU students’ sexual habits revealed

F
page /
and dance.
Looking at Prince in his purple
leotard -skin suit, silver shorts and
silver boots, he said to Prince in
1978, "You’re everything that my
brothers wouldn’t let me be."
"I have a lot of brothers. Our
family was just tough and rough. I
couldn’t just play around and be all
wild - like Prince could." he
said.
"So by me getting on the circuit
and doing karate to music, like the
first time I went on F.SPN. I did it
to ’Dirty Mind by Prince." Currie
said.
Currie admitted that at the time,
he had a dirty mind.
Chuck Norris. another martial
arts celebrity, encouraged Currie
when he saw him perform with the
famed West Coast Demonstration
team. He also told Currie he could
he the next Bruce Lee.
Influenced by a high level of
sportsmanship in his family and
the hard streets of Chicago. his
hometown. Currie started karate
classes at the age of six.
But it wasn’t until Currie discovered Bruce Lee and all his films
"All they have to do is come that he became seriously disciin." she said. "We’ve never dis- plined about his karate. He was so
puted anyone."

While a majority of SJSU students use
condoms regularly, less than one-half say that
they would refuse sex if a new partner refused
to use a condom,
the risk -takers are still risk-takers." Swanson said.
While a majority of SJSU students use condoms regularly, less
than one-half say that they would
refuse sex if a new partner refused
to use a condom.
Despite the large number of condom users, few are motivated by
the fear of AIDS. only about onetenth say that AIDS has inhibited
their own sexual activity and less
than half have fewer partners because of the risk.
It also pointed out a strong tendency toward honesty between
partners involving previous sexual
experiences. Over three-quarters

Rape

Currie: Seeking fame

have about the target population
the better off they arc." Asquith
said. "Pursuing AIDS research Is
absolutely critical."
Besides the AIDS issue, questions focused on the sexual histories of respondents. For example,
over half of those who replied said
said that they were honest about that they had sexual intercourse by
the number of previous sexual 17 years tf age, while over a quarpartners and about the time since ter claim to he virginal. Over half
their last sexual encounter. Over of those surveyed were under 21
three-quarters also said that they years of age.
The classes survey also asked
have had less than 10 sexual partstudents’ opinions about various
ners in their lifetime.
The survey also showed that sexual practices such as the affect
many students felt knowledgable of alcohol on sexual behavior.
about AIDS. As a result, less than About one-third said that alcohol
half thought that SJSU should re- would not affect their decision to
quire a general education class on use a condom or their choice of a
sexual partner.
AIDS.
Few statistics are available
Asquith feels that surveys such
as these are important to health of- about national sexual habits. A
ficials who deal with AIDS on a similar survey proposed by the
Public Health Service was blocked
day-to-day basis.
"The more information they last year by Congress.

fINH page I

"But we still have a pretty good
number of answers."
The survey is similar to one published last month by the American
Association for the Advancement
of Science which concluded that
more teen-age males are having
sex, starting at a later age and
using condoms.
Carol Swanson, a nurse practitioner in the health center, was surprised at statistics showing males
having sex at a later age.
"It surprises me a little hit. Although I only see women. I’m not
seeing any drop-off in (sexually
transmitted) infections." Swanson
said.
"As for the condoms, it seems
to me that although we are certainly selling more condoms, the
people that are buying them are the
people that weren’t at risk to start
with. The people that were always
getting infections still always are.

Currie started karate
classes at the age of six.
committed that by the age ot 10,
his instructor gave him a black belt
for all his work.
Since then, he has mastered
many styles, been a teacher of tea
cher% in the martial arts and has received recognition by the hest in
the sport.
Optimistic about the future.
Currie hopes to cash in on his ex
traordinary talent of being in the
right place at the right time.
"I’m stepping in the right direction and I’m getting more talented
everyday," he said.
However, Currie confesses that
he is somewhat scared of stepping
completely out to Los Angeles. He
explained that he has gotten attached to his students at his school
and doesn’t yet want to leave San
Jose.
"I’m stuck in the middle," Currie sang lyrics to an ancient Jackson tune, "Too high to get over,
too low to get under."
But Currie ultimately realizes
that Hollywoott s not coming to
him, he has to go to it.

Phones: Paying without connecting

/- win page /
world." referring to the reported
assaults in the late 1970%.
Currently there are few reports
of date rapes at SJSU, according to
Edcl.
"They occur in the dorms predominanatly. but we also know
that they occur at fraternity parties."
Henry said."To me, if a
woman, whatever the circumstances, be it kissing or petting, if
she says ’no.’ then ’no’ means
no’’ ’
"I see my part as to do as much
as I can to educate, and to do my
best to barbeque them," said
Henry. who is in charge of all student disiplinary actions at SJSU.
The key to prevention is through
education, according to Sivertsen.
"Women have been taught not
to say ’yes.’ If they do then they
are immediately classified as a slut
or some other derogatory name,"
Sivertsen said.
"Guys are taught that women
don’t say ’yes’ and so they keep on
persisting."
"We need to teach women that
it is OK to say ’yes,’ " she said in
reference to responsible sexual behavior. "It’s OK to say, ’Yeah, I’d
like to go to bed with you.’ "
"We need to make it real clear
that we will not tolerate this kind
of behavior on campus," Sivertsen
concluded.

page I
She said typically people hang
up before the threshold is reached.
If not. "the system thinks you got
a connection whether you did or
not."
McCarty said that some calls are
billed each month though they
don’t connect.
"But all people have to do is
come in and they’ll get credit for
the calls."
She said typically $50 a month
is credited due to this problem.
"When put in the context of the
amount of calls bill each month the
problem is small," McCarty
stressed.
More than $55,000 worth of offcampus calls are billed each
month, according to McCarty.
A solution to the problem would
he to raise the time threshold, but
McCarty said that some calls
would not get billed if this was
done.
"FAX calls go through so
From

quickly they wouldn’t he billed."
Moulder Hall resident Ryan
Harper said he’s had more than
$12 worth of calls billed to him
this school year that didn’t make a
connection.

Seven Second Delay

"The only reason I found out
was because my brother went to
Virginia and I called him once, got
a busy signal and hung up,"
Harper said. "I was charged over

’IPFF5."

$1 for the call."
Harper checked his bills from
the whole year and found similar
calls each month. The calls arc
usually under a minute in length
and easy to spot, McCarty said.
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Residence halls students can get
personal access codes allowing
them to make off-campus calls and
have the calls billed to them.
McCarty encourages users to go
over their phone bills and report
any discrepancies to the telecommunications office.
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Pants Prolessdnally torn
and laded by NordStrOm
Must COM at least $60
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A GOOK,.
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Explosion kills three, destroys bank
CRESTED BUTTE. Colo. (AP) Butte National Bank and pulled out
- An explosion leveled a two- survivors.
story bank Tuesday in this western
"They’re doing it by hand. We
Colorado ski resort, killing three have some heavy equipment there,
people and injuring 12 others, offi- hut most of the rescuers are using
cials said.
their hands," said Bob Gillen,
Firefighters and volunteers dug spokesman for the Crested Butte
through the rubble of the Crested Mountain Resort.

YOUR WORLD ISN’T
tef45;11- ISN’T

D-IE
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THE ONE I SEE PROutiD ME.
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Classified
ANNOUNCEMENTS
AVON!.! Buy or sell. Call me today
(local Aron Rep) & I will send &
book to your home or businesa!
Sups,

specials

for

everyone.
Share Ilse book with family. coworkers & friends 8 receive up to
50% often your own order! Thank
you. Also, good partOrne income
for the holidays Call JANE .1 251.
5942.
KNOW WHO IS WILLING to pay for
your expertise. knowledge in your
study. field of interest, or hobby

area. 517.840-569.485. Call 1-802838-8885. 41. R4250.
CHILDCARE
POSITIONS
AVAIL.
ABLE. Full 8 part time perms.
nate & summer positions Rader cocas

required.

Northern Calif

Nannies. 4546 El Camino Real.
suite V. Los Altos, 1415) 9492233
COUNSELOR DIRECT
CARE
atoll
need.d at local residential Will ties for young adults & adolescents with autism 8 related disabilities

FT S PT positions svell

Starling

56-5625 hr

Call

(408)

448-3953

57 95 tells you where lo go & what
to ask for at local agencies who
will assist you free of charge

COUNSELORS WANTED Trim down.
fitness. co-ed, New York State
camp
100 positions
sports.

Please send check to HART. Be,
110266. Campbell. Ca. 95006

crafts. many others Camp Shane.
New York 12734. call (914) 292-

MONEY

FOR

COLLEGEIGrants.

scholarships. loan. FREE brochure, 1.918.33MONEY. rot 770
PERSONAL LOANS up to S2500l!!!
(Subplot to credit approval) Can
WASHINGTON

SQUARE

FED-

ERAL Credit Union at (4011 9477273
DENTAL OPTICAL PLAN
Enroll now! Save your loath, eyes
and money. too Cleanings end

STUDENT

DO YOU ENJOY WORKING with chli.
den? Small World Schools soaks
part.Ilme caregivers for Infant.
pre-school

and schcd14. chll.

dren Many shifts 6 AM-9 AM. and
2 PM-6 PM Flexible schedulework experience credit available
Education, music, art. P.E and
recreation majors should apply

6811 in San Jose

Call 257-73261.6 for Cathy

SF 17FD CARS, TRUCKS. 4.whaelers,

87 HONDA CRX, 21K miles, 5 .pd.
.11.
must
AM FM
c.o.@
56.800 be Call 265-5056

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
WE TRAIN YOU
*11 shills available
Full lima and Part time
Positions in Santa Clara. Milpitas
N San Jose
Medical Dental
Vacation Plan
interviews law to ape,

79 CAMARO 128, new rebuilt engine
blue top Pioneer stereo runs
great, looks great, $2.900 9247922 Spartan Village JEFF

Monday thru Friday
Apply VANGUARD
3212 Scott Blvd
Santa Clara
(408)727-9793

COMPUTERS
INFERNO I3BS
8N1 300 12002400 baud. Macintosh 8 IBM libraries 25 phone
lines, multi-user chat (408) 3953721 (408) 395-5378. (408) 9299035. (415) 964-6083. (415) 8580746

FOR SALE
HOUSE FOR SALE 1 br 1 ba . larded
yd spa, patio palm walnut plum
tr.* SISOK Call Julia at 707-9946733 Close to campus
SETS. BEDS" NEW’
Twin sat $79 full sat 589 queen
set $139 king set St 79 For both
pieces! Bunkbeds 599 Day barl

MATTRESS

5 pc bedroom set 5199
Desks S74. dressers $79 chests
$46 bed -frames delivery. (415)
$99

745-0900

GREEK
1 LOVE MY little xis KRISTEN RUT
LEDGE Sara you at revealing! AZ
Love Your Big Si.

HELP WANTED
ATTENTION -HIRING! Govt

jobs your

other large vehicle end California
driver’s license Base pay vs commission Full training provided
Call Mr Lee (415)399-8751
PERSONA Is part of on INT L NET.
WORK with offices worldwide in
the Bay tr.. we re looking for
people in ..... ted in Sales. Acct .
Admin Support 8 Bilingual
English Japa.se positions No
Engr

F., PERSONA. (408)453-0505
SECURITY OFFICERS
NEED CASH?
CAVE SECURITY is hiring for full
and part time positions
All shifts available

EUL IPIA

RESTAURANT
.

is

ambitious. organic.. appreciative younger lady P0 Box 80954.

TODAY GONE TOMORROW"

Palo Alto. C. 94306-0954

cars"

CATHOLIC
MASS

Earn money for your fraternity
sorority, club or business by sail.
Ing silk4creaned TShins with

call Father Bob Leger or Sister
Judy Ryan .1 298-0204

Call BRAINSTORM

hiring.

wands...
holies ) Great Muddle job Apply
at 374 S lot St San Jose, 2806161
GRAPHIC ARTIST wanted to produce
broannouncements
flyers
chures. banners. etc for various
programs and servic. offered
through the Student Activities &
10-15
Odra
ServIc.
SS 10.0040 hour
hours week
Must be currently enrolled repo
iv student Macintosh computer
skills highly desirable Apply in
tha Stucent Activities Offic, OLD
CAE through 5 00 PM March 16
HOUSEKEEPER. 5 hrs clay Apt near
SJCC flexible hr. Call 295-0497
for information
KITCHEN HELPER WANTED MINATO
Japanese Resteuront. 617 N 6th
St. JAPANTOWN Call 996.9711
and ask for JOANNE
LIVE IN COMPANION. FREE rent near
SJCC carnet. Call 295-0497 or
Information
MANAGER TRAINEE! National cIrcu-

(415)962-8801

FILES

with professors own detailed so-

EDITORIAL.

RESEARCH SERVICES
Tutoring. consultation DittoedphIc materials, and editing sane.
Ices Final draught preparation

Availed. for 8 engineering courses, Eli, Calculus.
DE. LA, Gan & 0-Chern, Physics,
etc 24 dIffer.t books available at
Spartan Bookstore (downstairs) 8

SECURITY OFFICERS’.
Security officers and messengers All shifts, FT PT, we will
train Apply in person 24 hrs. 7
days a week ACUFACTS, Inc.
San Jose

SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS e hiring
substitutes for infant. pre-school
school -age child care No
We will work
ECE required
around your schedule Please call
and

257-7326

lob. 8! location send check or
money order to G W information
Services 105 Serra Way. Suite
212, Milpitas. Ca 95035

ABANDON THOSE FRUSTRATIONS!
Trust

pro Reports, theses. *sumac letters. melting& *lc

(415)641-5036

probe 247-7486. 335 S Baywood
Ave ,San Jo.

TRAVEL

quality people or you can f.ord
your own message And with our
voice mall service, you don I have
tol.v your phone number on an

ents Call ANDY at 243-2830

LUTHERAN CAMPUS WORSHIP every
SUNDAY morning at 10 45 AM at
Campus Christian Center 10Ih &

mamma,

overheads,

both college grads Specialty in Science and ail English
eut)ecte for theses papers re

call Picture Perfect Desktop Publishing and Design now for all

NICE GUY. ENGINEER. 40, 51 2000
Ion hard worker, honest non.

looking for marketing reps
1401)946-1995. Mr Hogg.,
TWO

FOR RENT. largo 2 bdrm 2 bath re
modeled, clean end quiet Security building, on str.I perking,
laundry

facilities.

s.urity

en-

I
I

310505

$430

4 Lines

$5 30

5 Lines
6 Lines

reading Same day service Betty
247-8068. Santo Clara
WORD
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70

quality

printing, codes. etc
CECILIA
(408) 223.6102
Word
processing
114 hr 52 50
per/ whichever is less,

lielp
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1
I
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Days
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ISemester Rates (All Issues)
10-14 Lines $77 00
S-9 Lines $5500
15 Plus Lines $99 00

Print Name

Phone

Address

Phone 924-3277

I
_ Zip

City 8 State__

1

I

1

f-or

Enclosed is $

i 1,1.

_Lines._

Circle ’Classification.

.

1

1
--11

Announcements

Greek

Services

Automotive

Help Wanted

Stereo

Computers

Housing

Travel

For Sale

Lost A. Found

Typing

SEND CHECK MONEY ORDER

BARE IT AL

faculty Cali before May 31.1190. 1
the 1.1 appointment is I 2 price
Unwanted hair dis.ppear with

PROCESSING. last
accurate. reasoroble All types of
papers Spell checking end proof

Each Additional) ine Add $1 00

I

move your unwanted hair (chin.
beini-turniwy-moust.heback.
etc IIP. discount to stueents a

1408)972-1583
TYPING WORD

I

mess..

Stop shaving. waxing.
twescIng or using chemical
.irotdeed
Let me permanently re

One
Day

I

I

PERSONALS

THESES - RESUMES
TNT COMPUTER PROCESSING

ch
i1

cede hook-up.
(nr 280) 0724.
8825 mu Call 268-9157. John or
Martha or please leave complete

0528 after 7 PM

1

Free

TYPING.. WORD PROCESSING
TERM PAPERS - REPORTS

(Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each Imo
1

papers.

Rea.
’enable rates, quick turnaround

Minimum three lines on one day

trance. carport,
780 S 1 Ith St

2 ROOMS FOR RENT Across from
SJSU FREE parking, $280 ’no
$175 deposit Call CURTIS at 275.

Term

etc Laser printer
grammar spell punc chock

Print Your Ad Here
Ad Rates

on the street Call 238-8424 2975921 evenings

281-0750

Theses

English Dad. Word Processing
(all formats) and Desktop Pub-

------ Im

STRONG

DOWNTOWN STUDIO, San Jose. 19 N
Third SI, with kitchen 1375 my,
without kitchen 1250 we Parking

(408)

SERVICES WPPages
need p011ehIngs Get help from a
Professional Tech Editor with

AND EXPERIENCED
wordprocessing’ Term papers re

Call

STUDENTS to help
load moving truck Call 247-9820
for Information

YOUR WORD
PROCESSING and Greed. needs
Call Kale at Technically Typing

EDITORIAL

AFFORDABLE

THE COLLEGIATE DREAM- 020.00
per hour, part time A dream come
Cidarbrook of Calllornia
true

SERVICING

profs For this quality call WRITE.
TYPE - (408)972-9430

pone resumes etc Frn proofing disk storage 251-0449

STUDENTS & PROFESSORS

and

ARE YOU CONCERNED about your
grades? Of course you are A
neatly typed paper gets higher
grade Error-fr. papar Impress

aware

filers,

Firnhaber at 2980204

Localad in the
Santa Clara Son Jose Area

assist

minimum 5 peva

TYPING AT REASON*.
BLE RATES - Need our help?
Quality and accuracy guaranteed
We ra last. dependable, grammar -

thesis.

gladly

punctuation

Proposal.

Fast.E den -Dependable
Night Saturdays Rush

COMPUTER FAST ACCUPATE near
Hamilton 8
Winchester
Call
SHIRLEY al 379-3519 S2 per page

ACADEMIC

Weer-eon! An you a parfaction
sr when it comes to your reports.

San Carlos For more information
about activItiee call Rev Nod

Will

Personal Bus

Reports

GLEN area

heads, end color too! Plus 1.1
turnaround and guaranteed work
Clinow PAMELA at 946-3662

AAAAHA. LOWER RATES & HIGHER

Theses

able busines experience and tor.
WILLOW
*ler English motor

checking, grammar check. edit.
log. powerful graphics program
for charts. graphs, 11405 over.

TYPING

ny

14061984-5837
Term Paper!, Resumes

2644504

LISA S TYPING 8

formats) Equipment used Word
Perfect & HPLaser Jetli Consider-

A BEAUTIFUL PAPER EVERY TIME!
Wordprocessing to Ils Meal ca.
spell
printing
Lama
pacify

credit cord for you and your per.

WORD PROCESSING SERVICE

Transcription services available
Almaden Droned’s sr.
Phone

nentence structure (knowledgable on Turablan. APA & Campbell

(1014 EVELYN

published fare. Purchase your
stud.t discount card now! Also
ask about the TWA Getaway

open line Call 14081 988-2523 for
fr. detail. Gall today! Someone
Is waiting to meal you!(408) 14151
toe, if
only 02
978-2002 18

resume,. thews
legal papers. mailing lists graph
ice etc Call (408)9845203 today’

jade etc All formats including
APA Laser printer Quick return

& resumes
ve grammar

cript law printer Close to camStudent
pus
P U. del
avail
EDP Services 270discounts

AIR FARE DISCOUNTS! ’ TWA 01.
hers SJSU student. 10% oft any

transcription.

CALL MRS MORTON .5 288-9448 for
EDITING 8 WORD PROCESSING
of term pews. research protects

Spell grammar check Worded.
cessing-WordParfect 5 1. posts.

ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC
Unwanted
hair removed forever by spacial.
lal Confidential Your very own

HAS ROMANCE GONE from your mite’
Now you can find love romance.
or adventure Os easily as picking
up your phone Dial 976-2002 to
hear 14 exciting messages from

professional dependable .rvIce

& under -grad
Available do/serves weekends by appt Laser
printer Call ANNA-- 972-4992

SERVICES

message)

CALL LINDA TODAY for experienced.
professional word processing
Theses term papers. group pro.

do the TYPING. Resumes. term
papers theses, letters. etc Gr.

newsletters

PRECISION WORD PROCESSING! 125
wpm Ouality guaranteed Competitive rel. Term papers, lap

247.2681. 8 arn-8pm for worrylr.

AAAlli Too many report and not
enough time? RELAX and let ME

your design or logo

Protease’s
from
throughout USA Exam problems

EXAM

SPELCHEK
punctuation grammar aaautiance
All work guaranteed’ Call PAM

laser print HI Call 923-3956

(resumes.

filers. etc ) Call PATRICIA in WIL
LOW GLEN (408) 2885668 (leave

formals plus APA

We proof all our work nd

Aria

evenings at
6 30 & 8 00 PM, Campus Christian
Canter. 10th 8 San Carlos For
more Into about other activities

nailing

ports group papers resumes. lei.
tens, doses, elc Letter quality! All

your word processing needs! We
have .periance In Wordperfect
Vantura DTP WORDSTAR Pe
.Graphic
welter
Scanning

TSHIRTS

Sunday

HOUSING

waited

COMMUNITY

NEWMAN
on

and, drnkr. DV. loving. sea.

Roberts Bookstore

CAVE SECURITY
1700 WYATT DR . SANTA CLARA
Call 946-2283 8-4 PM f or into

260 Meridian Ave

GWEN CHELGREN.
559-3500. 1645 5 Bascom
R E
Au..
’HAIR
Campbell
IC.

my

lutions

SUMMER JOBS in exotic locations
Permanent 8 seasonal employment available For more into on

EASY MONEY"!
Up to S7 0010 start
WEEKLY PAY

AUTOMOTIVE

Call 1-805482-7555..1 C.1255

ing. In this area for crew sales
managers Must enjoy working
with hens, have insured ran or

4045
for
HIRING
CRUISESHIPS
NOW
spring, Christmas and next sun,
war breaks Many positions Call
11305-682.7555. eat S-1082

office visits at no charge For bro.
chore see A S office 1Student
Health Center) or call (408)371.

TV s stereos, furniture, computers by DEA. FBI. IRS and US customs Available your area now

tenon firm has Inunedeta open-

Classified Desk Located Inside WIN lin

I

OR CASH TO

I
I
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San Jose State University
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111
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Driver had three tickets

AIDS vaccine to be tested
SACRAMENTO (AP) State
health officials said they gave
permission Monday for human
testing of a potential vaccine to
protect uninfected individuals
against the AIDS virus.
Clinical trials of FIGP-30 will
he held at San Francisco General
Hospital and the University of
Southern California Medical
Center in Los Angeles, starting
in two or three months, said Dr.
James Kahn, who will conduct
the San Francisco tests.
"This is just a very preliminary stage." said Kahn, who
called IILIP-30 a "candidate"
vaccine. "It’s the first step. but
it’s not something that’s going to
cure AIDS, and ills not intended
as
a cure or treatment for
AIDS."
The trials were approved by

the state Department of Health moon. D.C., but that targets the
Services Food and Drug Branch. outer part of the virus. Kahn
said Tom Hazlet, of the branch
said
11(1’- ’4) is the first to he tested
During the tests, 24 healthy
people who test negative for the in humans where the active comHIV virus will receive escalating ponent is a completely synthetic
doses of HGP-30 and be mon- molecule, according to its develitored for at least a year to deter- opers. Alpha 1 Biomedical Inc.
mine the vaccine’s toxicity and of Washington. D.C., and CELsee whether it produces antibo- SCI Corp.. of Alexandria. Va.
dies, Kahn said.
Because the vaccine contains
HGP-30 targets for destruction
a "core protein" of the HIV no live or dead virus, there is
virus, which causes acquired im"no chance" that HGP-30 could
mune deficiency syndrome. The cause AIDS infection, the comvaccine is designed to trigger an- panies said in a news release.
tibodies to the protein, which is
Dr. Peter N.R. Heseltine,
found in all strains of the AIDS
virus, according to the compa- chief physician and hospital epidemiologist and associate profesnies that developed HGP-30.
Another potential AIDS vac- sor of medicine at the the USC
cine is being tested at the Na- Medical Center, will conduct the
tional Cancer Institute in Wash - trials in Los Angeles.

Group passes
first measure
supporting
abortion pill
ANAHEIM. Calif. (AP) In
what California Medical Association officials say is the first such
action in the nation, the group
passed a measure supporting a controversial abortion pill for research
and clinical practice.
CMA delegates attending the
group’s annual meeting voted
Monday for the measure calling for
the availability of RU -486, a pill
developed by a French pharmaceutical company that induces abortion up to 10 weeks after conception. There was no debate on the
measure.
The resolution states that "although increasingly used in other
nations, RU -486 is not available
for clinical investigation or review
in the United States due to political
and legal pressure exerted by antiabortion activists."
CMA president Dr. William
Plested of Santa Monica said that
the strong approval of the measure
indicated that the organization is
presenting a united front on the
issue of scientific inquiry and reproductive rights.
"They (the CMA) feel we
should approach this in a scientific
fashion. We were discussing if a
medicine should be tested,"
Plested said.
The CMA previously voiced its
support of a woman’s right to an
abortion, a position that was reaffirmed by its board of directors in
November.
RU -486 is an orally administered, anti -progesterone steroid
that interrupts pregnancy by interfering with implantation of a fertilized egg. The pill, first developed
in 1980 by a research team at the
University of Paris. currently is
used in France and China.
The resolution supporting RU 486 was introduced by Dr. Mervyn
Silverman, a public health expert
and former San Francisco public
health director.
According to the measure, the
pill represents a potentially significant public health gain in safety,
cost and privacy of the doctor-patiemt relationship.
The CMA also called for its delegation to the American Medical
Association to submit a similar
measure for consideration by the
national group.

whet- he was cited tor failing to
traffic light.
George Gravely. a Greyhound
spiikesman. said Graham’s record
would not have precluded him
from employment.
OK!) a

One of the three
tickets was for driving
70 mph in a 45 mph
zone, another was for
impeding traffic and a
third was for not
having a driver’s
license.

"We have certain guidelines in
hiring people." he said. "and we
allow three mo mg iolations in a
three-year period, and that (Graham’s record) would meet our
guidelines. There was no suspension of his license and no acci(lents

Graham was not available for
comment, and did not answer teleAccording. to Oregon authori- phone calls to his home.
ties. Graham paid the ticket fines
alter he received notice that his
About 6.300 drivers and some
dri ing license had been suspended 3,1810 maintenance workers nadue to his failure to appear in court tionwide walked out after midnight
on the tickets.
Thursday when negotiations broke
Last April, Graham received a off. Drivers. who earn an average
ticket for driving defective equip- of $24.743 annually, have not had
ment in Washington. and last Oc- a raise in nine years.

MB I
SPORTING 0.0013S

,

ECAMPUS NEEDS

WE’VE GOT WHAT’S HOT... AT
UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICES! cio-Sf SPECIAL STUDENT
ISCOUNT COUPON

IKE"
’AIRLINE

JUST
DO IT.

FEATURING UNIQUE AIR LINER FOR
MAXIMUM CUSHIONING & COMFORT

’RESCUE’ LEATHER
SUPPORTIVE AIR CUSHIONED

HI -TOP BASKETBALL SHOE

99

Big 5
Low Price

:20%11
II OFF ANY
g REGULAR PRICED
ITEM IN STOCK!
Good At All Big 5 Stores
COUPON GOOD 1HRU MARCH 13

NI II

I CASIO
8 -FUNCTION
2 -YEAR BATTERY

PULSE WATCH

24.99 1St;
regular 64.95

Fly aboard these airliners!
Sharp looking hi-top shoe,
on or off the court.
Mrs’s Or Women

IC

’RAIDER’

AIR
LINER

RUNNING SHOE

35.99

’COURT
PERFORMER’

_;:.7
or:tr*
MEN SON WOMEN’S

Big 5 Low Price

COURT SHOE

WARM-UPS

PRICES IN EFFECT THRU MARCH 13

2

FILA-NOW AFFORDABLE!
WITH STREET-SMART FASHION FLARE

Fl

S Lew
Price
Big

Men s Or
Women’s

19.79

SAVE

62% TO
66%

formerly 48.00

Classic style 2-piece
suits in a choice of poly/
cotton & rayon blends,
or acrylic and cotton
blends. Elastic cuff or
open leg pants.

FULL-LEATHER
CROSS TRAINERS

LO-TOP OR MID -HIGH
MULTI -PURPOSE SHOE

29.99

Number of quakes
reach 400 to 500
UPLAND. Calif. (AP) --- Fhe
Pomona Valley quivered again
Tuesday as the number of measurable aftershocks of last week’s
rumbling earthquake reached an
estimated 400 to 5(8).
The aftershock at 10:01 a.m.
measured 3.1 on the Richter scale
and was centered four miles northwest of Upland, said Bob Finn,
spokesman for seismologists at the
California Institute of Technology
in Pasadena.
"It was very mild," said Michael Guerin, spokesman for the
state Office of Emergency Services
in Ontario. about six miles from
the epicenter. "We’re at the point
now where we don’t even look up
from our computers.’’
Many people reported feeling
what they thought was another
quake early Tuesday morning, hut
Finn said it was the sonic boom
from an SR -71 Blackbird spy plane
looping over northern Los Angeles
County. The retired spy jet made a
record 68-minute flight from Palmdale. Calif., to its new home at the
Smithsonian Institution in Washington.

REDDING. Calif. (AP) The
driver of a Greyhound bus thai
struck and killed a picket at the
strike -torn company’s station had
use tickets in five years. A-cording
to law enforcement reports.
Theodore Graham Jr.. of Portland. Ore . was driving the bus
Saturday when it struck 59-yearold Robert Waterhouse. a picketing Greyhound driver, and crushed
him to death outside the terminal.
Graham. a substitute driver, left
the terminal area and drove his vehicle 10 miles along the freev,av
where he flagged down a High%
Patrol officer.
According to the Oregon Divisum of Motor Vehicles, Graham
had been cited three times for traffic violations between 1985 and
1988. One of the tickets was for
driving 70 mph in a 45 mph lone.
another was for impeding traffic
and a third was for not having a
driver’s license.

REG. 77.95
TO 87,95
M..

Standard
Racket
Wan

SAVE $80

PONY

’GRAPHITE
EDGE PLUS’

LEATHER
DECK SHOE

GRAPHITE COMPOSITE

TENNIS RACKET IL COVER

HEAVYWEIGHT POLY/COTTON

19.99

regular
129.99

SAVE

SAN JOSE
3132 STEVEN’S CREEK BLVD
(STREWS CREEK

BLVD &WINCHESTER)

$30

Men s Or Women s
Gre,itef Power

HOURS SAT. 9-9 SUN. 10-6 DAILY 10-9

MAIL
t,yvHA

RS

JOSS
ISAN
946 BLOSSUM HILL RD.
(KLOSSUM HILL RD &

WINFIELD)

15.99

NICIPWR

#7207U

paiuche

regular 26.99

regular 49.99

Improved Accuracy &

FLEECE SWEATS

’AVALON’

A
*AWN
MEN S CREW OR WOMEN S
PED STYLE COURT SOCKS
twculor 7.75

1.99 .3.

ADVERTISED ITEMS SUBJECT 10 AVAILABLE STOCK ON HAND I

SAN JOSE
2249 TULLY RD.
(ACROSS FROM (ASTRIDGE CENTERI

ISUNNYVALE

"PITIPIG
g FISHING tiCEP4SES
Al ALL
BIG’, STORES

I MILPITAS

721 SUNNYVALE/SARATOGA RD

755 E CALAVERAS BLVD

(CORNER Of El CAMINO)

(MILPITAS TOWN CENTER)

The West Coast’s Leading Chain of Sporting Goods Stores. Serving California, Nevada and Washington Over 36 Years.

